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CONVEYOR
CHOICE

PROTECTED
SEPARATION



HIGH RESISTANCE TO 
NON-SHREDDABLES

HIGH TORQUEINTELLIGENT LOAD
MANAGEMENT

TWIN SHAFT
SHREDDER



Protecting workers is an essential part of the waste management 
industry with mobile picking stations being a vital component to 
ensuring best safety practice is followed at any site. The EDGE MPS48 
modular mobile picking station brings safety, mobility and efficient 
separation of commodities in a robust, durable, long lasting and 
user-friendly mobile picking station. Boasting a number of design 
features such as a 1200mm (48”) wide conveyor, variable belt speed, 
impact bed feedboot as standard, the EDGE MPS48 has proven to be a 
popular choice within the waste recycling sector.

Designed and built with a range of applications in mind, the MPS48 can 
be fitted with a multitude of options such as roofing, lighting, 
insulated air conditioned enclosures with windows and heating, air 
separators and over-band magnets for the removal of ferrous metals. 
With a unique modular design, the EDGE MPS48 provides operators with 
the versatility to add or remove picking bays in line with the changing 
scale of capacity requirements. Essentially the EDGE MPS48 picking 
station can be tailored to meet your operational needs.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

• Enclosed weatherproof picking area complete with lighting, 
air conditioning, heating and electric etc.

• Modular design allows operators to add or remove bays inline 
with production requirements. (1 - 6 bays available).

• Highly customisable with various add on options.
• Low feed in height enabling the MPS48 to be fed by any  

primary, secondary crusher, screener or trommel.
• Flexible working height to suit a range of skips and bins.

MPS48 SERIES
FEATURES & BENEFITS
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IMPROVED
PRESENTATION & RECOVERY 
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MPS48 SERIES
DESIGN FEATURES

Enclosed weatherproof picking 
cabin complete with lighting, air 

conditioning, heating and electrical 
sockets available. 

Walkways are design to meet all 
safety legislation. Various walkway 

options and configurations 
are available

Flexible working height to suit a 
range of skips and bins

Heavy duty input section with impact 
bars and a feedboot capacity 

of 1.3m³ (1.7yds )

Control panel consisting of an emergency 
stop relay, pre-start siren circuit, test/off/

manual keyswitch, isolator switch, speed 
adjustment and a hour run counter display

A 1200mm (48”) wide conveyor belt 
provides an even spread of material 

allowing for a better presentation 
of commodities 
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APPLICATIONS

GREEN WASTEMSW

Optional Ladder access to conveyor 
head section platforms are also 
available

C&D WASTE C&I WASTE

Modular design allows operators to add or 
remove bays with production requirements. 
(1 - 6 bays available).

Height adjustable overband magnet 
aids in the recovery of ferrous metals
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MPS48 SERIES
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Length:
Width:
Height:
Container Shipping Method:
*Gross Weight (Est):

19125mm (62’9”)
8264mm (27’1”)
5642mm (18’6”)
40’ X 9’6” Container
15000KG  (16.5UST)

POWERUNIT DATA
Power Source:

*OPERATIONAL DIMENSIONS

CAT 2.2 50Kw (67HP)
30KVA Genset
Direct Electric

LRC Engine
Tier 4 Final / Stage V Engine
Diesel Genset
Direct Electric
Electric / hydraulic Powerpack
Electrical Panel 
Isolator Box

Hydraulic Jack Legs
Full Length Impact Bars
5th Wheel Hook Up
Air Brakes
Lighting Board
Heavy Duty Belt

Overband Magnet & Chute
Air Knife
Lights Cage 
2-6 Bays
Roof Module
Fully Enclosed Cabin

Heating
Air Conditioning
Grease Hoses
Rubber Socks
Central Emergency Pull Cord
Electrical Sockets

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

HOPPER DATA
Hopper Capacity: 0.9m³ (1.1yd³)

MAIN CONVEYOR DATA
Conveyor Length:
Belt Width:
Belt Speed:
No. of Bays:
Bay Width:

19.1m (62’9”)
1200mm (48”)
0.3m -1m/sec 
6
4m (13’1”)

CHASSIS DATA
Tyre Specification: 8 Stud 275mm PCD Tyre & Rim

3 BAY 4 BAY
22127mm (72’7”)
8264mm (27’1”)
5642mm (18’6”)
40’ X 9’6” Container
17000KG  (18.7UST)

0.9m³ (1.1yd³)

22.1m (72’7”)
1200mm (48”)
0.3m -1m/sec 
8
4m (13’1”)

*Operational dimensions and weight will vary depending on options selected.
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MPS48 SERIES 
TECHNICAL DIMENSIONS

MPS48 OPERATIONAL DIMENSIONS - 3 BAY

MPS48 OPERATIONAL DIMENSIONS - 4 BAY



AVAILABLE 
OPTIONS
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Overband Magnet and Chute - Aids 
recovery of valuable ferrous metalAD
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Air Knife - 18.5Kw blower removes 
unwanted lights from discharge material

Lights Cage - captures lights material 
extracted by air knife
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Heating Central Emergency Pull Cord Electrical Control Panel - Enables speed 
adjustment, emergency stop relay and 
pre-start siren circuit

Hydraulic Jacklegs - Enable a quick and 
easy set up and variable working height
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Fully Enclosed Cabin - Complete with 
windows, doors and lighting  

Canvass Enclosed Cabin 

Additional customisation is available 
upon request. Speak to your nearest 
EDGE distributor for details.

Full length Impact Bars - Recommended 
for heavier applications

Air Conditioning
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Diesel / Hydraulic - Tier 4 and LRC 
engines available

Direct Electric - Various direct electric 
drive motors including single or twin 

Diesel Genset - Tier 4 Final / Stage 5 
options available



With our ethos of “Innovation at Work” EDGE not only persist in pushing the boundaries of design and  
manufacturing to produce hard working, quality machinery, we also bring that same ethos to our aftersales 

service in order to bring real benefits to customers right across the world. 

At EDGE we like to see the sales transaction as the start of a long-term partnership. Our goal is to offer the 
best customer support in the market for the lifetime of the unit. EDGE has reinvested and expanded our after-

sales department in order to streamline and provide the customer support we believe our customers deserve. 

PARTS
AVAILABILITY

TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE

DELIVERY WARRANTY

TRIED, TESTED & TRUSTED THROUGHOUT THE GLOBE

PRODUCT AND  
TECHNICAL SUPPORT



edgeinnovate.cominfo@edgeinnovate.com+44(0)2887 740525

CONTACT US
TODAY.

2020.01

30 Farlough Road, Dungannon, Co.Tyrone, BT71 4DT, Northern Ireland


